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Overview
Managed Services Program

All of the Data, None of 
the Capital Expense

The SkyBitz Tank Monitoring Managed Services 

Program is a comprehensive subscription-based 

alternative to purchasing the hardware outright.  It 

combines all the monitoring hardware, software 

and service components you need to manage  your 

tank inventory into one simple program with one 

flat monthly fee. Instead of purchasing the hardware 

upfront and incurring that capital expense, we 

developed a managed services program that fits your 

needs exactly, protects you from future technology 

obsolescence, and removes the upfront equipment 

purchase.

 

Our state-of-the-art SMARTank wireless monitors and 

tank level and analytics portal deliver highly accurate 

tank information:  level, locating, usage history, fill 

efficiency, alerts, alarms, text/email notifications and 

more, 24/7 to any connected device. 

 

Now, with the Managed Services Program and no 

upfront equipment cost, you start getting your return 

on investment on Day One and take maximum control 

over your tank management. We provide system 

users complete visibility into the tank.  Run-outs 

and costly emergency deliveries become  things of 

the past. Driver labor and vehicle costs are reduced 

because you’re delivering more product less often. 

System users will be able to predict more accurately 

who needs a delivery when, where and how much 

- increasing efficiency and decreasing distribution 

costs. Plus, you’ll always have full access to our 

Customer Support and Success  Teams.

Never Buy Another 
Monitoring Device Again

Whether you’re looking to upgrade 2G monitors 

ahead of the upcoming AT&T GSM Sunset or you 

don’t want to worry about future cellular technology 

refreshes and sunsets, you’re covered with our 

cellular technology refresh replacement program. 

If/when a technology refresh makes your device 

unusable, we will replace it with a new unit – just 

keep your Managed Services Agreement intact and 

you’ll never pay for another device again.

Join Hundreds of 
Companies with Proven 
Results

Our tank monitoring solutions have a proven impact 

on profitability. They provide clear financial and 

operational benefits through capital and operating 

expense savings and efficiency improvements. The 

technology also provides powerful information tools 

that help system users improve customer service, 

attract new revenue and compete more effectively.

For businesses who understand that the value 

and ROI of telemetry doesn’t come from owning 

hardware but from using data, the Managed Services 

option can be the perfect solution.

Contact your SkyBitz Tank Monitoring Sales 

Professional today for more information and 

quotation.

• No upfront capital investment, term 
and subscription fee can vary according 
to your needs. 

• Low monthly fee includes hardware, 
software, cellular service & data portal

• 3G/4G or CDMA cellular networks

• Technology refresh replacement 
program

• 100% warranty for device & free battery 
replacement

• Installation services available

Key Features
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Voice of the
Customer

“SkyBitz provides us the timely 
and accurate tank data needed 
to control distribution costs, from 
the office all the way to the driver. 
Our people always know exactly 
where they need to go, when and 
with how much product. Their 
managed services program gives 
the ability to do all of that with no 
upfront equipment expense.”

Chuck Kinnie
President, Shasta Gas and
SkyBitz Tank Monitoring Customer


